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News of the French Connection

This says it all

News from France
•

•

•

Normandy is making efforts to retain its ties with Britain after Brexit. As part of its Brexit
Day activity the tourist board produced a flyer with a picture of Nigel Farage wearing a
Bayeux Tapestry tie. Underneath it was the legend 'Some Ties Endure'. As the head of the
tourist board, Englishman Nigel Dodds said, Normandy's ties with Britain go back a long
way, as far as William the Conqueror. The people of Normandy have still not forgotten the
role the British army played in the D-Day landings.
In the face of thousands of amendments designed to delay its passage the French
government has announced that it will remove its bill for pension reform, which was at
the root of the 'gilets jaunes' protests from parliament and bring the measures into force
by decree, which it has the power to do.
France has announced more than 80 cases of corona virus, and 2 deaths so far. Large
gatherings of over 5,000 people have been prohibited, which will affect many sporting
events.

News from VLB
•

The municpal eletions are due to take place on 15 th and 20th March. It is a two-round
election, and the system allows for proportional representation, although it is not clear
how such s system works in a town the size of VLB. In the next newsletter we shall be
able to report on whether or not there is a new maire and town council.

•

The town carnival, with 13 floats, was due to take place on 1st March and marks the
beginning of Lent. Since the Revolution France has been a secular state, but,despite the
fact that the teaching of religion in schools is illegal, the religious carnivals and holidays
are still observed.

The French way of death
It is never going to happen to you, but unfortunately sometimes it does. You are on
holiday or at your French holiday home and unexpectedly, perhaps through an accident or an
illness, somebody dies. In this unfortunate event the first step is to get a doctor to sign the
death certificate (certificat de décès). Without it you can do very little. In the case of a road
accident the police or gendarmerie will supply a certificate. We will not deal here with the
subject of arranging funerals and dealing with mortuaries and funeral directors but we will
assume that you wish to repatriate the body to the UK. The first step is to contact the British
Embassy in Paris or the nearest British consulate. They will give guidance. A relative or other
person closely associated with the deceased should contact a funeral director (entreprise de
pompes funèbres). If the repatriation cost is covered by insurance the insurance company should
be notified immediately and they will make the arrangements. Repatriation necessitates the
embalming of the body. Normally, if the death was from natural causes there is no need for an
inquest in the UK. In other cases an inquest may be required in the UK once the body is returned
and there may be an order for a post mortem, even if one has already been performed in
France. An alternative to repatriation of the body is to have a burial or a cremation in France.
These can be arranged through a funeral director and, unlike in the UK, usually takes place
within just a few days after the death. A burial will require the purchase or renting of a plot in a
cemetery. Remember that funeral directors are businessmen and are sometimes ready to profit
from the distressed state of a bereaved family. It is wise to insist on a detailed breakdown of
costs in advance (a devis) and even, if possible to make a comparison between two or more
businesses.
A few historical facts about VLB
The word 'Villeneuve' comes from ville nouvelle, meaning 'new town'. Ville comes from the Latin
'villa', which originally meant 'country house' or 'farm'. The origins of the town go back to 778 AD, when
the then uncultivated land on which the village stands was given by the Emperor Charlemagne to a
man named Valchaire for services rendered. At that time it was called Villeneuve la Crémade, the
word Crémade signifying that it had been burned by the troops of Simon de Montfort. It kept this
name until 1631 when its name was changed to Villeneuve-lés-Béziers. The word lés is not a definite
article. It is an old French word derived from the Latin 'latus', meaning 'close to'.
One of the landmarks of VLB is the Church of St. Etienne, a romanesque architectural relic

dating back to the 10th century. It was destroyed when the town was burned. The nave was
reconstructed in the 16th century.
The tower of the château is what remains of the old château that was burned in the religious
wars of the 16th century. It was restored and belonged in turn to several families. It gradually fell into
ruin and the tower, all that was left of the old building, was given to the village in 1925, on condition
that it would be properly maintained. It was restored by the commune and stands today as a
monument to the past of VLB.

The tower of the château

Praise for the French
The French liked this extract from The New York Times enough to translate and publish it. It has
a ring of truth.
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